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Introduction: 

Over the last decade, the reconstruction and development in post-catastrophe and conflict 

areas have become one of the most crucial global issues. Such unforeseeable events impact 

lives and livelihoods, stunt and often erase development progress, and trap people in cycles of 

poverty and vulnerability, leaving them only more exposed to future disasters. 

The immediate physical damages caused by environmental disasters are conspicuous and 

often the focus of media and government attention. In contrast, the nature and magnitude of 

post-disaster losses remain largely unknown because they are not easily observable. 

Improving people’s understanding of post-catastrophe economic outcomes is inevitable for 

several reasons. For instance, designing effective disaster management policies and 

institutions requires that they understand the full cost of disasters; if a sizeable portion of a 

disaster’s costs manifests after the event itself, then models of humanitarian intervention 

which focus on immediate damages may need to be reassessed or expanded. 

During the emergency phase the government focuses on the immediate tasks of securing the 

impact area, housing victims and establishing conditions under which households and 

businesses can begin the process of recovery. Disaster recovery encompasses both 

rehabilitation and reconstruction.  It focuses on enabling the affected population to resume 

more-or-less normal (pre-disaster) patterns of life with the added dimension of reducing risks 

and vulnerabilities that led to the disaster in the first place and avoid creating new ones. 

The aftermath of a disaster is a critical moment when government policies and decisions can 

determine how quickly a country and its citizens will be able to bounce back. To help 

countries build capacity to design and implement comprehensive programs for disaster 

recovery and reconstruction, the World Bank’s Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and 

Recovery (GFDRR), the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), together with 

country governments, have developed a series of nine country case studies. Along with 

governments and NGOs, the bodies of the UN are continuously trying to improve the critical 

conditions. 
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Definition of key terms: 

Impact ratio: the amount of damage divided by the amount of community resources  

Disaster resilience:  is the ability of individuals, communities, organisations and states to 

adapt to and recover from hazards, shocks or stresses without compromising long-term 

prospects for development. 

Social vulnerability: refers to the resilience of communities when confronted by external 

stresses on human health, stresses such as natural or human-caused disasters, or disease 

outbreaks. Reducing social vulnerability can decrease both human suffering and economic 

loss. 

Economic Vulnerability Index: is one of the criteria used by the United Nations Committee 

for Development Policy,  an advisory body to the United Nations Economic and Social 

Council in the identification of Least Developed Countries. There are eight indicators of 

economic vulnerability defined: population; remoteness; merchandise export concentration; 

share of agriculture, forestry and fishing in GDP; share of population in low elevated coastal 

zones; instability of exports of goods and services; victims of natural disasters and instability 

of agriculture production. 

Richter scale: quantitative measure of an earthquake’s magnitude (size), devised in 1935 by 

American seismologists Charles F. Richter and Beno Gutenberg. The earthquake’s magnitude 

is determined using the logarithm of the amplitude (height) of the largest seismic wave 

calibrated to a scale by a seismograph. 

Magnitude 
level 

Category Effects 
Earthquakes per 

year 

less than 1.0 to 
2.9 

micro 
generally not felt by people, though 
recorded on local instruments 

more than 100,000 

3.0–3.9 minor felt by many people; no damage 12,000–100,000 

4.0–4.9 light felt by all; minor breakage of objects 2,000–12,000 

5.0–5.9 moderate some damage to weak structures 200–2,000 

6.0–6.9 strong 
moderate damage in populated 
areas 

20–200 

7.0–7.9 major 
serious damage over large areas; 
loss of life 

3–20 

8.0 and higher great 
severe destruction and loss of life 
over large areas 

fewer than 3 

Refugee: A refugee is someone who has been forced to flee his or her country because of 

persecution, war or violence. A refugee has a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of 

race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership in a particular social group. Most 

likely, they cannot return home or are afraid to do so. War and ethnic, tribal and religious 

violence are leading causes of refugees fleeing their countries. 

Internally displaced person (IDP): An internally displaced person, or IDP, is someone who 

has been forced to flee their home but never cross an international border. These individuals 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Economic_and_Social_Council
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Economic_and_Social_Council
https://www.britannica.com/science/earthquake-geology
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Charles-F-Richter
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Beno-Gutenberg
https://www.britannica.com/science/logarithm
https://www.britannica.com/science/amplitude-physics
https://www.britannica.com/science/seismic-wave
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/calibrated
https://www.britannica.com/science/seismograph
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seek safety anywhere they can find it—in nearby towns, schools, settlements, internal camps, 

even forests and fields. IDPs, which include people displaced by internal strife and natural 

disasters, are the largest group that UNHCR assists. Unlike refugees, IDPs are not protected 

by international law or eligible to receive many types of aid because they are legally under the 

protection of their own government. 

General overview: 

There are two types of disaster that can be distinguished. The first and possibly most common 

one is natural disasters such as hurricanes, tropical storms, tsunamis, floods, earthquakes, 

wildfires, draughts, etc. The second group consists of man-made and technological types of 

disasters. For instance, conflict areas can be considered as a post-disaster area and without 

any doubt they need reconstruction. Also, power service disruptions and blackouts, nuclear 

power plants, chemical threat and biological weapons and radiological emergencies can cause 

disasters in workplaces, military and civilian government facilities, international airports, 

large cities and high-profile landmarks. 

International efforts to reduce or mitigate the impacts of disasters have in the past 20 years 

become increasingly focused on human vulnerabilities. In 2000, the Millennium Declaration 

recognized the specific risk to development arising from disasters and called on the global 

community to “intensify our collective efforts to reduce the number and effects of natural 

hazards and man-made disasters” (United Nations 2000) Advances were made in terms of 

strengthening disaster preparedness, response and early warning systems, but progress was 

limited in most countries in terms of managing underlying risks such as poverty, 

environmental degradation, rapid urbanization and population growth in hazard-prone areas. 

The term disaster recovery refers has three distinct meanings: the goal that involves the 

restoration of normal community activities that were disrupted by disaster impacts; the phase 

in the emergency management cycle that begins with stabilization of the disaster conditions 

and ends when the community has returned to its normal routines; the process by which the 

community achieves the returning back to normal. A very important aspect of effects after 

suffering a disaster is the impact ratio: the damages and losses divided by the community 

resources. 

 According to the UNISDR and CRED report on Economic Losses, Poverty & Disasters 

(1998 - 2017) between 1998 and 2017 climate-related and geophysical disasters killed 1.3 

million people and left a further 4.4 billion injured, homeless, displaced or in need of 

emergency assistance. While the majority of fatalities were due to geophysical events, mostly 

earthquakes and tsunamis, 91% of all disasters were caused by floods, storms, droughts, 

heatwaves and other extreme weather events. Between 1998 and 2017 disaster-hit countries 

also reported direct economic losses valued at US$ 2,908 billion, of which climate-related 

disasters caused US$ 2,245 billion or 77% of the total. This is up from 68% (US$ 895 billion) 

of losses (US$ 1,313 billion) reported between 1978 and 1997. Overall, reported losses from 

extreme weather events rose by 151% between these two 20-year periods. 
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Absolute losses also mask the relatively greater burden of disasters on the poor. When 

economic costs are expressed as an average percentage of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), 

this becomes clearer. Research shows that only one high income territory ranked among the 

top 10 in terms of percentage of GDP losses over the past 20 years (Puerto Rico). Apart from 

upper-middle income Cuba, the other worst-hit nations were all lower income countries, led 

by Haiti. 

 

Again, inequality is even greater than available losses data suggest because of systematic 

under-reporting by low income countries. While high income countries reported losses from 

53% of disasters between 1998 and 2017, low income countries only reported them from 13% 

of disasters. No losses data are therefore available for nearly 87% of disasters in low income 

countries. A similar divergence in record-keeping is evident geographically. Oceania recorded 

losses for 51% of climate-related disasters in this period; in Africa, the figure is just 14%. 

Thus, the economic statistics in this report are the tip of the iceberg as far as low-income 

countries are concerned. 

For disasters since 2000, georeferencing has found that in low income countries, an average 

of 130 people died per million living in disaster-affected areas, compared to just 18 in high 

income countries. That means that people exposed to natural hazards in the poorest nations 

were more than seven times more likely to die than equivalent populations in the richest 

nations. 

A similar pattern of deep inequality is revealed by georeferenced ratios of people affected (but 

not killed) by disasters. While the largest absolute numbers of people affected by disasters 

lived in upper-middle income countries, by far the highest number per 100 inhabitants lived in 
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low-income countries. Again, the contrast is the sharpest between low income countries 

(7.8%) and high-income countries (1.3%), meaning that people in the poorest countries were 

on average six times more likely to be injured than people in rich nations, to lose their home, 

be displaced or evacuated, or require emergency assistance. 

Such data demonstrate that while absolute economic losses might be concentrated in high 

income countries, the human cost of disasters falls overwhelmingly on low and lower-middle 

income countries: vulnerability to risk, and degrees of suffering, are determined by levels of 

economic development, rather than simple exposure to natural hazards per se. 

At a time when climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of extreme weather 

events, disasters will continue to be major impediments to sustainable development so long as 

the economic incentives to develop in hazard prone locations such as flood plains, vulnerable 

coasts and earthquake zones continue to outweigh the perceived disaster risks. Integrating 

disaster risk reduction into investment decisions is the most cost-effective way to reduce these 

risks; investing in disaster risk reduction is therefore a precondition for developing 

sustainably in a changing climate. 

Major Parties Involved: 

Indonesia 

Throughout 2018, Indonesia's National Disaster Mitigation Agency (BNPB) recorded almost 

2,000 natural disasters that claimed nearly 4,000 lives and displaced around 3 million people. 

The natural events have also caused severe financial losses, which the agency estimates to be 

more than $2.9 billion from just the Sulawesi tsunami and earthquake and Lombok events 

alone. But even for Indonesia, which is located along the Pacific Ring of Fire where 90 per 

cent of earthquakes occur, the level of destruction this year is surprising. The five largest 

disasters were the Sunda Strait tsunami (December 24), Sulawesi earthquakes (September 28-

October 1), Lombok earthquakes (July 29 — August 18), Landslides and flooding in Jakarta 

(February 22) and the Tornado of West Java (December 6). 

USA 

The nation saw multiple, unprecedented natural disasters in 2018, from the deadliest wildfire 

in California's history to the worst hurricane to hit the East Coast since 1969. Reports from 

the National Centre for Environmental Information have found that climate change plays a 

major role in causing natural disasters to be more intense, destructive and costly to the 

country.  In the fourth National Climate Assessment released on Nov. 23, 13 federal agencies 

estimated that the U.S. could lose as much as 10 per cent of its GDP by the end of the century. 

The five costliest and devastating disasters of 2018 were the Montecito mudslides (January), 

Maryland flooding (May), Hurricane Florence (September), Hurricane Michael (October) and 

the California wildfires (November).  

Syria 

The conflict in Syria, now in its seventh year, was the world’s biggest producer of refugees 

(5.5 million).  Humanitarian needs in Syria have increased significantly since the beginning of 

the crisis, with 13.5 million people in need of humanitarian assistance, including more than 6 

million children. Over 400,000 people have been killed and more than 1 million injured since 

2010. Many Syrians have been forced to leave their homes, often multiple times, making 

Syria the largest displacement crisis in the world with 6.3 million people internally displaced 

and almost 4 million people registered as refugees in neighbouring countries. An estimated 

4.53 million people are in need of humanitarian assistance in hard-to-reach areas and besieged 

locations. Palestine refugees are particularly vulnerable with an estimated 460,000 people 

receiving regular assistance around Syria. School attendance has dropped by more than 50 per 
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cent and roughly one-quarter of schools have been damaged, destroyed or are used as 

collective shelters. More than half of Syria's hospitals have been destroyed or badly damaged. 

Water supply has decreased to less than 50 per cent of its pre-crisis levels. An estimated 9.8 

million people are considered food insecure and many more are living in poverty. 

Nigeria 

In 2018, the Nigerian refugee crisis will be going into its fifth year. Since extreme violent 

attacks of the Islamist sect Boko Haram spilled over the borders of north-eastern Nigeria into 

neighbouring countries in 2014, Cameroon, Chad and Niger got drawn into a devastating 

regional conflict. The crisis has been exacerbated by conflict-induced food insecurity and 

severe malnutrition, which have risen to critical levels in all four countries. Despite the efforts 

of Governments and humanitarian aid in 2017, some 4.5 million people remain food insecure 

and will depend on assistance. The challenges of protecting the displaced are compounded by 

a deteriorating security situation as well as socio-economic fragility, with communities in the 

Sahel region facing chronic poverty, a harsh climate, recurrent epidemics, poor infrastructure 

and limited access to basic services. 

 

Timeline of events: 

1950-UNHCR was established  

1985-UNCRD was established 

1999-UNISDR was established 

2011-Syrian conflict began 

2014- Boko Haram spilled over the borders of north-eastern Nigeria 

2015- Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction  

2016- Sustainable Development Goals came into effect 

2018- UNDP’s Strategic Plan was published 

2018/01- Montecito mudslides (USA) 

2018/02/22- Landslides and flooding in Jakarta (Indonesia) 

2018/05-Maryland flooding (USA) 

2018/07/29-08/18- Lombok earthquakes (Indonesia)  

2018/09- Hurricane Florence (USA) 

2018/09/28-10/01-Sulawesi earthquakes (Indonesia) 

2018/10- Hurricane Michael (USA) 

2018/11- California wildfires (USA) 

2018/12/06- Tornado of West Java (Indonesia) 

2018/12/24- Sunda Strait tsunami (Indonesia) 
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Previous attempts to solve the issue: 

 

United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR) 

UNISDR was established in 1999 as a dedicated secretariat to facilitate the implementation of 

the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (ISDR). It is mandated by the United 

Nations General Assembly resolution (56/195), to serve as the focal point in the United 

Nations system for the coordination of disaster reduction and to ensure synergies among the 

disaster reduction activities of the United Nations system and regional organizations and 

activities in socio‐economic and humanitarian fields. The Sendai Framework for Disaster 

Risk Reduction 2015-2030 is the successor instrument to the Hyogo Framework for Action 

(HFA) 2005-2015: Building the Resilience of Nations and Communities to Disasters. It was 

adopted on March 18, 2015 at the World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction held in 

Sendai, Japan.  

 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 

UNDP's Strategic Plan (2018-2021) has been designed to be responsive to the wide diversity 

of the countries they serve. The diversity is reflected in three broad development contexts: 

eradicating poverty; structural transformations; and building resilience. As the Signature 

solution 3 says to enhance national prevention and recovery capacities for resilient societies is 

one of the main goals of the programme. “Building resilience to the impact of disasters and 

emergency situations (whether from socioeconomic or natural causes) requires efforts to 

minimize the drivers of risk ingrained within development processes and to strengthen human 

security.” In addition, by partnering with national governments, NGOs, civil society groups 

and communities, UNDP emphasizes the human and social aspects of recovery. Since 2005, 

UNDP has spent more than US $1 billion on recovery, providing technical and financial 

assistance for post-disaster recovery programming in 112 countries. 

 

Capacity for Disaster Reduction Initiative (CADRI) 
The Capacity for Disaster Reduction Initiative (CADRI) is a global partnership composed of 

15 UN and non-UN organizations that works towards strengthening countries’ capacities to 

prevent, manage and recover from the impact of disasters. The CADRI Partnership draws 

upon the diversity of expertise of its members to offer a unique combination of knowledge, 

experience and resources to support countries implement the Sendai Framework for Disaster 

Risk Reduction. 

 

 United Nations Centre for Regional Development (UNCRD) 

Since the establishment of the Disaster Management Planning Programme in 1985, DRR has 

been one of UNCRD's main thematic areas of work, supporting efforts to achieve sustainable 

regional development. Over the years, the UNCRD Disaster Management Planning 

Programme has accumulated a strong long-standing track record of successful work on issues 

such as Community-Based Disaster Management (CBDM), the School Earthquake Safety 

Initiative (SESI), and the Housing Earthquake Safety Initiative (HESI), which also comprised 

building code implementation and developing guidelines for repairing, restoring and seismic 

retrofitting of core community buildings. 

 

Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters 

CRED works on identifying, selecting and improving technological and non-technological 

innovations designed to protect or mitigate the impact of extreme weather events. CRED is 
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also involved in the development of a comprehensive, standardised methodology (the Test 

and Implementation Framework, or TIF) for testing and implementing climate adaptation 

measures, in particular, to assess their potential to mitigate risks from floods, droughts, and 

extreme weather. 

 

United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) 

UNHCR was established on December 14, 1950 by the UN General Assembly with a three-

year mandate to complete its work and then disband. The following year, on July 28, the legal 

foundation of helping refugees and the basic statute guiding UNHCR's work, the United 

Nations Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, was adopted. So instead of ending its 

work after three years, UNHCR has been working ever since to help refugees. The majority of 

the people of concern to UNHCR are concentrated in the most vulnerable areas around the 

world. 
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.abc.net.au%2Fnews%2F2018-12-28%2Fthe-five-most-deadly-natural-disasters-in-indonesia-this-year%2F10668480%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2Fx_LPM-reYW6LbSOwRbqxgcuNT3yrKcrxCwg-1uL_JYNiOK7EplO0meQ&h=AT1qm7Gks10r2Jy3bRJzMrwMEKZXmK2qrsyXKq3CEKT3mk3EO4pvhkeDwYf2__2N4U7937AaQdot7_D6LOMLOF7Pl6dteSYIT2XVnaytRKuQh7alqHLO6v2PcT7YSmmb64Y4WA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.abc.net.au%2Fnews%2F2018-12-28%2Fthe-five-most-deadly-natural-disasters-in-indonesia-this-year%2F10668480%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2Fx_LPM-reYW6LbSOwRbqxgcuNT3yrKcrxCwg-1uL_JYNiOK7EplO0meQ&h=AT1qm7Gks10r2Jy3bRJzMrwMEKZXmK2qrsyXKq3CEKT3mk3EO4pvhkeDwYf2__2N4U7937AaQdot7_D6LOMLOF7Pl6dteSYIT2XVnaytRKuQh7alqHLO6v2PcT7YSmmb64Y4WA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabcnews.go.com%2Fbeta-story-container%2FUS%2Fnatural-disasters-devastated-us-2018%2Fstory%3Fid%3D59367683%26fbclid%3DIwAR3873RQKpcsnY84iXcsiv59OwptkGjyWCXyp4DcoIQGmjFrv5ZtIrRd3Ec&h=AT1qm7Gks10r2Jy3bRJzMrwMEKZXmK2qrsyXKq3CEKT3mk3EO4pvhkeDwYf2__2N4U7937AaQdot7_D6LOMLOF7Pl6dteSYIT2XVnaytRKuQh7alqHLO6v2PcT7YSmmb64Y4WA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabcnews.go.com%2Fbeta-story-container%2FUS%2Fnatural-disasters-devastated-us-2018%2Fstory%3Fid%3D59367683%26fbclid%3DIwAR3873RQKpcsnY84iXcsiv59OwptkGjyWCXyp4DcoIQGmjFrv5ZtIrRd3Ec&h=AT1qm7Gks10r2Jy3bRJzMrwMEKZXmK2qrsyXKq3CEKT3mk3EO4pvhkeDwYf2__2N4U7937AaQdot7_D6LOMLOF7Pl6dteSYIT2XVnaytRKuQh7alqHLO6v2PcT7YSmmb64Y4WA
https://www.unhcr.org/syria-emergency.html?fbclid=IwAR1_I7J8HDHMX4xejOycd2yM2j7HaYwJV0Q_A8vN8uPnFgqxGjUMyR3Xjak
http://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/refugees/index.html?fbclid=IwAR18ZPcuDz4dUV1algmRBpY4LSdyMrOpx2T44-Pacpei43y0bc6E0tiK_KE
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unhcr.org%2Fnigeria-emergency.html%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR20HhxQxeDmKYgDaG-iC1Ead8rekYXZLkm4pq3SEAswJDIs-8Y0IDBpQmo&h=AT1qm7Gks10r2Jy3bRJzMrwMEKZXmK2qrsyXKq3CEKT3mk3EO4pvhkeDwYf2__2N4U7937AaQdot7_D6LOMLOF7Pl6dteSYIT2XVnaytRKuQh7alqHLO6v2PcT7YSmmb64Y4WA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unisdr.org%2Fwho-we-are%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2dEqewbyYnXGgRcaSAq1JfscSZH2zKr6HJGnRpe2RdXCjWLNWIWb91BDo&h=AT1qm7Gks10r2Jy3bRJzMrwMEKZXmK2qrsyXKq3CEKT3mk3EO4pvhkeDwYf2__2N4U7937AaQdot7_D6LOMLOF7Pl6dteSYIT2XVnaytRKuQh7alqHLO6v2PcT7YSmmb64Y4WA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cadri.net%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2fsEgnJyyzfqn68fit3_GDJP7vVpYCFlIlrhjUi4rjSAXQkgIhucoNp8U&h=AT1qm7Gks10r2Jy3bRJzMrwMEKZXmK2qrsyXKq3CEKT3mk3EO4pvhkeDwYf2__2N4U7937AaQdot7_D6LOMLOF7Pl6dteSYIT2XVnaytRKuQh7alqHLO6v2PcT7YSmmb64Y4WA
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/climate-and-disaster-resilience/disaster-recovery.html?fbclid=IwAR1qApkgu-I3RNv9ezJAv_e-_WlVSx-octESsnCcOF3DbpGRqlxgNEeq0r0
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/climate-and-disaster-resilience/disaster-recovery.html?fbclid=IwAR1qApkgu-I3RNv9ezJAv_e-_WlVSx-octESsnCcOF3DbpGRqlxgNEeq0r0
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http://www.uncrd.or.jp/index.php?menu=363  

https://www.cred.be/ongoing-projects  

http://restoreyoureconomy.org/disaster-overview/types-of-disasters/  

https://www.cred.be/publications - UNISDR and CRED report: Economic 

Losses, Poverty & Disasters (1998 - 2017)  

Annex:   

https://www.cred.be/publications - UNISDR and CRED report: Economic 

Losses, Poverty & Disasters (1998 - 2017)  

http://www.uncrd.or.jp/index.php?menu=363&fbclid=IwAR0oHvOIPB5Th_fWyUdsBK1ggI2PSnukEK53Vhds_t_EriWCw4M8fLCyBeY
https://www.cred.be/ongoing-projects?fbclid=IwAR3ayL9cmZT8uedX193mS6vob8xfNN5hZCickvBh9IjKeqmcmt91ok3iTwQ
http://restoreyoureconomy.org/disaster-overview/types-of-disasters/?fbclid=IwAR0K4xZjoncfTVfGlOsr4X27EYt00ynBctI-s_4Ivzeqtbobq2UvGEtvqTc
https://www.cred.be/publications
https://www.cred.be/publications

